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Abstract

Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) are increasingly used by domain experts
to handle various concerns in systems and software development. To support
this trend, the Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) community has developed
advanced techniques for designing new DSLs. However, the widespread use of
independently developed, and constantly evolving DSLs is hampered by the
rigidity imposed to the language users by the DSLs and their tooling, e.g., for
manipulating a model through various similar DSLs or successive versions of a
given DSL. In this paper, we propose a disciplined approach that leverages type
groups’ polymorphism to provide an advanced type system for manipulating
models, in a polymorphic way, through different DSL interfaces. A DSL interface,
aka. model type, specifies a set of features, or services, available on the model
it types, and subtyping relations among these model types define the safe
substitutions. This type system complements the Melange language workbench
and is seamlessly integrated into the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), hence
providing structural interoperability and compatibility of models between EMF-
based tools. We illustrate the validity and practicability of our approach by
bridging safe interoperability between different semantic and syntactic variation
points of a finite-state machine (FSM) language, as well as between successive
versions of the Unified Modeling Language (UML).
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1. Introduction

Extending the time-honored practice of separation of concerns, Domain-
Specific (modeling) Languages (DSLs) are increasingly used to handle different,
complex problem or solution concerns in software-intensive system develop-
ment [43]. In particular, problem-based DSLs target experts who focus on
building parts of software or systems that address specific concerns (e.g., security
policies or variability management). These DSLs help narrow the gap between
problem and implementation concepts by providing experts with problem-level
abstractions and tools to transform these abstractions into executable artifacts.
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